For a longer lasting, more beautiful deck...
Make The Right Choice!

SHADOE® TRACK
The Ultimate Deck Fastening System™

The Wrong Choice

The Right Choice

Why use the SHADOE® TRACK?
- No Nails or Screws visible on deck surface.
- LONGER LASTING DECK - Rot is not allowed to form around fasteners.
- No more checks, hammer marks or splinters.
- SAFER DECKS - No fasterener pop-ups.
- Easy to install.
- SHADOE TRACK holes allow water drainage.
- Make Splices & Butt joints without splitting.
- HEAVY DUTY GI85 galvanized track approved for use with ACQ®.
- SHADOE TRACK is backed by a 30 Year Transferable Warranty, guarantees secure deck boards or your money back.

How many pieces do I need for my deck?

DECK COVERAGE (Approximate)
100 sq ft - 24” O.C. • 65 sq ft - 16” O.C.
Screws and Nails Included.
20 pieces of SHADOE® TRACK per box

Pan American Screw / Sure Drive USA
Conover, NC / Hayward, CA
800-951-2222
www.suredrive.com

Item #88977
4FTPREPACK1 for deck boards up to 1-1/4” thick
4FTPREPACK2 for deck boards more than 1-1/4” thick

Easy as 1-2-3...
1. Nail SHADOE® TRACK to top edge of joist.
2. Place deck boards across joists on SHADOE® TRACK.
3. Fasten deck boards to SHADOE® TRACK with TRU-HOLD™ screw.

Visit our website for a copy of the warranty
www.suredrive.com

PLEASE NOTE:
- Chart is based on 4’ lengths.
- Splice and butt joints of deck boards require 1 track on each edge of joist.

TOTAL ALL JOISTS IN FEET (include all trim) and doubing up on splice/butt joints) AND DIVIDE BY 4 = NUMBER OF 4’ SHADOE® TRACK PIECES YOU WILL NEED.

Each SHADOE® TRACK pack is packed with 20 pieces of track and includes all fasteners for installation.